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Google Maps hands-down is one of the best navigation apps on Android and iPhone, but it's easy to lose some of its features due to our greater use of it while driving. Whether you're new to Google Maps or a veteran, let's take a look at the best way to get the most out of it. Save your home and work address first everything, adding at
home and your work address makes using Google Maps a little more pleasant, because it's simple scrolling to both locations. Tap the three-line menu bar in the search box, then tap your locations and add your home and work address. Adding multiple destinations to TripNeed to snag some lunch on a long road trip? Or stop at a
pharmacy on your way home from work? Setting up multiple destinations makes it easy, though it's easy to get lost when it's even an option. You have two different ways to add multiple stops. First, map out the direction to your final destination like you always do. Then tap the three-point icon in the top right corner and &gt; Enter the
second location and maps will move you between them. You can add up to nine different stops here. Alternatively, you can add a stop along your route midway through a drive. This makes the most sense for something like lunch snagging on a road trip or if you're walking around a town in need of a quick cup of coffee. Go ahead and
launch navigation to your final destination. When maps are scrolling, tap the Big Search button, then search for whatever you need. Maps will only show you options along your current route. Save your SpotIn Parking newest version of Google Maps, you can have Google Save your parking spot. When you park, you'll see a pop-up asking
you to save your location. Do this and you can then add additional information, such as how much time you are in or how much time on your meter. It's a brand new feature, so if you don't see it now keep an eye out for it over the coming weeks. Using maps to save places that are interested in InDepending on how to use Google Maps,
you'll find a couple of handy ways to save locations. Historically, my maps were always going to, but this requires that you have access to a desktop computer. Head to my Maps site on your computer, and you can create a private or public map that is accessible on Google Maps on your phone. It's handy if you're trying to make a holiday
itinerary, plan an event, or you're working on a collaborative map with friends. Yesterday Google updated my long-forgotten Maps tool. The service has been masquerading as... Read more Perhaps more useful when you are going a new listing feature. Search for a location on Google Maps, then tap the Save button. Here, you Find lists
of your locations, including predefined lists called favorites, want to go, and starred places. You also have an option to add that location to a custom list or to create a one List in full. I found this list useful for both planning holidays and keeping track of things I want to do when I'm at home. They also come in handy when you have family in
town and desperately need to find a good restaurant you've been near. You can also share these lists or make them public. This means that even if you don't legwork to plan a holiday, you can reward someone who is more organized than you drew. If you wanted to save a location on Google Maps, for years your only option was to add a
little... Read moreLook at Your History to See Every Trip You've TakenBy default, Google Maps keeps a running history of every trip you've taken. It's either very cold and useful or very creepy. Tap the three-line menu button, then Settings &gt; Map History. Here, you will see all the different places you have to navigate. If you like Google
Maps to do this, you can disable it by flipping the liver at the top of the page to off. Personally, I don't see any use in keeping a date because I'm not forgetting in a Christopher Nolan movie, but you might find it useful yourself. Use the Explore button to find interesting places around youIf in a new location and have no idea where to start,
the explore button is incredibly useful. Tap the three-line menu button, then explore. You'll see a list of food options, bars, and bars. I ignored this feature a little for a long time, but since I accidentally tapped it once I use it very often. Download maps for offline viewing if you have a bad data app with your phone or you are traveling
internationally, offline maps should. Search for the name of the city or location, then tap the name or address in the bottom bar. Tap the download button to save that map. You can see what you saved by tapping the Line Three menu button in the search bar, and then tapping offline areas. In most cases, you can still navigate and search
for destinations in this mode. Android: Google Maps is getting updates today that will add in a ton of information to download... Read moreZoom One-HandedIf you're walking around with your phone trying to navigate with Google Maps, pinching to zoom hard. Instead, tap screen two, then swipe up and down. It zooms in and out on the
map. Send directions from your computer to PhoneIf you are looking for directions to somewhere on your computer and want to do real navigation on your phone, you can send that data to your phone until you are signed into your Google account on both devices. First, search for a destination and find a path. Once you do, see the option
to send directions to your phone (or car, if it supports Google Maps). Dig deeper into the direction of transportation if you're using public transport, Google Maps is a fantastic way to get around and Google is doing a very good job of With many search parameters to fine tune your search results. Search for destinations on Google Maps,
then tap the Public Transport button. Here you will see a list of different ways to reach your destination. If you need to change the time around, tap Leave in button and change that to any option you need. You can also hit the Options button to fine-tune your results, including which forms of public transport you want to use (or don't use),
and change how much walking you have to do. The last mode of transport you used is always the default if you use many different modes of transport and bounce between different styles of direction, then you may have noticed that Google is saving your last used mode as the default. So, if you walk the direction last time, you will get
directions to walk in your next search. You can always change modes by tapping the large transport mode icon on the search results and then picking up the mode you want from the Options bar. Avoid highways, Tolls, and Other OptionsSometimes, you don't want to deal with highway driving. In those days it's good to force Google Maps
to steer clear of highways. Enter at your destination, then tap the three-point icon on the top right. Tap the Path Options button. Here, you can choose to avoid highways, tolls, and ferries. More importantly, you can also juggling whether Google Maps is using your options for any trip or just this one. If you want to permanently avoid
highways, tolls, or ferries, set the settings to remember to get in. If you want to do this only for this trip, turn it off. I prefer to leave it in the off position so I accidentally routed some strange ways because I had forgotten to turn the highways on. Setting your own traffic volume and where PlaysYou don't think that's anything like the volume of
tips is important, but if you're driving around in a car with weird speakers, it's good that Google gives you a lot of options. Tap the three-line icon in the search bar, then adjust settings &gt; settings. Here you can set the volume soft, normal or long. You can also choose whether voice navigation is playing on Bluetooth or not. You can even
completely disconnect navigation, or select Alert Only function so you only have to alert traffic, construction, or crash alerts. We may earn a commission for purchase using our links. learn more. A little useful new layer stuff can be added to Google Maps sometime later this year. Source: Jeramy Johnson/Google Central Android may soon
start showing COVID-19 data on maps. You will be able to access information such as the number of new items reported in a region directly from Google Maps. In some countries, Google already has local information and updates about COVID-19 on Maps gives. Google Maps could soon get a dedicated layer for COVID-19 information.
The layer has been new by jin mancheon wong sleuth program. Google Maps is working on COVID-19 Maps (idk if it's new) pic.twitter.com/qqPUfmn5pN -- Jin Mancheon Wong (@wongmjane) September 4, 2020 As you can see in the image above, COVID-19 Information Layer It will show users relevant information about the locations
affected by the pandemic, including the number of new cases per 100,000 reliable data sources such as Wikipedia, The New York Times, Johns Hopkins University, and the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation. But at this point it remains unclear whether the new layer will only be available in selected countries or around the world. It's
worth noting that Google Maps now offers local information and updates on COVID-19 in some areas, with relevant links based on your map view. Google also allows users to search for COVID-19 health facilities and receive public transport alerts in some countries and regions. The COVID-19 Info layer in the Maps app is currently
unavailable and there is no word on when it can be rolled out to users. However, seeing how the epidemic continues to devastate people around the world, it is likely that the new layer will be added sometime later this year. How to view your location history on Google Maps we may earn a commission to buy using our links. learn more.
More.
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